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“Studying is the process
that is used to decide what 

to learn and what to  
remember and recall”

James F. Shephard – the scientist who discovered
how short-term and long-term memory work together.



Your brain can 

cope with a 

max 40 min 

block of 

concentration





The Definition of Study

1. the reading of books or examination of other 
materials to gain knowledge

2. a detailed investigation into a subject or situation

3. a piece of work done for practice or as an 
experiment

4. done with careful effort



My Role in Study



Learning Styles

The three most common learning styles are:

• Visual  

• Auditory 

• Physical (Kinesthetic)



Visual Learners

Visual Learners learn by watching.  They call up images 
from the past when trying to remember and picture the 
way things look in their heads.

For example, when spelling a word, they picture the 
way the word looks. 



Visual Learners Enjoy….

• Enjoy art and drawing; 

• Read maps, charts and diagrams well; 

• Like mazes and puzzles.

• Using to-do lists, assignment logs and written 
notes. (these techniques also benefit physical 
learners).



Strategies for Visual Learners

• Making flashcards of key information that 
needs to be memorized; 

• Drawing symbols or pictures; 

• Using highlighter pens to highlight key words 
and pictures; 

• Making charts to organize information; 

• Translating words and ideas into symbols, 
pictures and diagrams; 



Auditory Learners

• Auditory Learners benefit from traditional 
teaching techniques. Auditory learners 
succeed when directions are read aloud or 
information is presented and requested 
verbally. They remember facts when 
presented in the form of a poem, song or 
melody.



Auditory Learners also like

• To tell stories and jokes; 

• To play word games; and 

• To use tape recorders.



Ways auditory learners learn:

• Reading out loud together; 

• Encouraging them to read out loud when they 
study, so they can "hear" the instruction; 

• Studying with a partner, so they can talk out 
the solutions to problems; 

• Writing out a sequence of steps to solve a 
problem, then reading the steps out loud.



Physical Learners

• Physical Learners learn best through 
movement and physical manipulation.  They 
like to find out how things work and to touch, 
feel and experience what they are being asked 
to learn.  Most children enter play school as 
physical learners, but by second or third grade 
their learning styles may change to visual or 
auditory.  Half of all students in secondary 
school and beyond remain physical learners.  



Physical learners may also

• Show a need to manipulate, handle and try 
things out; 

• Have a short attention span; 

• Need to be moving in order to learn; and 

• Show you things rather than telling you about 
them.



Physical learners learn by:

• Letting them participate in science or math 
laboratories; 

• Creating and participating in drama 
presentations; 

• Going on field trips; 

• Creating and performing skits and dances; 

• Encouraging them to take notes and draw 
diagrams; 

• Having the students make models.



How to put a study plan together 

A well thought out Study Plan:

• is not a homework plan

• covers all exam subjects : not just the strong 
subjects, weak ones as well.

• gives enough time to each subject 

(considering what has to be done in that subject)

• has extra time built in for subjects that need it



How to put a study plan together 

Step 1: List out all your exam subjects

• Core:      Maths, English, Irish, 

• Options: Business, Chemistry, 
Geography, French.



How to put a study plan together 

Step 2: Pick out your 2 strongest subjects

• Maths

• Chemistry



How to put a study plan together 

Step 3: Pick out your 2 weakest subjects

• Irish

• Geography 



How to put a study plan together 

Step 4: Pick out the subjects that are in between

• English

• Business

• French



How to put a study plan together 

Step 5: Now you start to match up the subjects 
into groups. In each group there will be:

• One weak subject

• One in between subject

• One strong subject



How to put a study plan together 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Weak Irish Geography

In between English Business French

Strong Maths Chemistry



How to put a study plan together 

Step 6: Now you can start to fill in your study

timetable
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Sat/Sun

Subject 1 Irish Geography French Irish Geography French

Subject 2 English Business SPARE English Business SPARE

Subject 3 Maths Chemistry SPARE Maths Chemistry SPARE



How to put a study plan together 

Step 7: Each subject now has at least two study

periods. Fill in an extra one for each of your

weak subjects

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Sat/Sun

Subject 1 Irish Geography French Irish Geography French

Subject 2 English Business Irish English Business Geography 

Subject 3 Maths Chemistry SPARE Maths Chemistry SPARE



How to put a study plan together 

Step 8: Because some subjects may involve more 

study you should give an extra study period for 

each of those, when needed

Be careful not to do a double study period in one 

subject, this actually makes it harder to study, as 

you are trying to take in too much in one go.



How to put a study plan together 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Sat/Sun

Subject 1 Irish Geography French Irish Geography French

Subject 2 English Business Irish English Business Geography 

Subject 3 Maths Chemistry Chemistry Maths Chemistry Business



How to put a study plan together 

Step 9: Whatever you decide to do with these 2

spare periods, make sure you have planned it at

the beginning of the week.
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Sat/Sun

Subject 1 Irish Geography French Irish Geography French

Subject 2 English Business Irish English Business Geography 

Subject 3 Maths Chemistry SPARE Maths Chemistry SPARE



How to put a study plan together 

Step 10: What if I have training on Thursday

nights?

• Move one study block to another night and 
spread the study blocks over three days

• Use the 3pm finish on Wednesday, Thursday 
and Friday.

• Do a bit extra on Saturday/Sunday



How to put a study plan together 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Sat/Sun

Subject 1 Irish Geography French

TRAINING

Geography French

Subject 2 English Business Irish Business Geography 

Subject 3 Maths Chemistry SPARE Chemistry SPARE

Subject 4 Irish English Maths



How to put a study plan together 

This study plan is based on:

• 6 day week

• 2 hours per night (excl. homework)

It can be extended by:

• Adding a period per night

• Doing extra on Fri / Sat / Sun



How a study block works

• Decide what you want to be able to do at the end of 
40 minutes e.g. to learn of the past tense of an Irish 
verb and put it into simple sentences

• Do an exam question for 30 minutes with all your 
books and copies closed, and 10 minutes reviewing 
your work

• Split the study block into two 20 minute sections and 
do two different tasks e.g. do a short postcard in one 
part and a short letter in another for French



DON’T FORGET!!!

Between each 40 min block 

• Take a brief break (1 or 2 mins)

• Go to the toilet

• Get up walk around / stretch your muscles

• Drink some water / fruit juice

• Eat a piece of fruit



S

M

A

R

T

SPECIFIC – what is my goal in this study period?

MANAGEABLE – have I got all my  

notes/books/exam papers?

ATTAINABLE - is it within my ability? 

REALISTIC - will my circumstances allow it?

TIME - how much time will it involve? will I 

need more than one study period?



How do you manage

your time each day?

Be honest with yourself

MY TIME GRID



Learning Strategies

① SPACED PRACTICE:

• learning is broken into smaller sessions

• “little and often”

• no “cramming” (massed practice)

• the Forgetting Curve shows how spaced practice 
(study plan) can be changed into a learning curve.



%
RETENTION

100% 

10% 

50% 

20% 

100% - immediate recall

58%  - 20 mins

36% - 9 hours

33% - 24 hours

28% - 2 days

25% - 6 days

21% - 31 days 

The Forgetting Curve
IMMEDIATE

58% 
36% 

33% 
28% 

25% 

21% 

TIME
31 days20 mins



%
RETENTION

100% 

50% 

20% 

10% 

TIME

The Learning Curve

31 days

FORGETTING CURVE

LEARNING CURVE

1ST

REVIEW

2ND

REVIEW

3RD

REVIEW

4TH

REVIEW

5TH

REVIEW

EVERY TIME YOU REVIEW, THE FORGETTING CURVE 

SLOWS, AND A LEARNING CURVE IS CREATED

1ST REVIEW – later the same day
2ND REVIEW – two/three days later 
3RD REVIEW – one week later
4TH REVIEW – two weeks later
5TH REVIEW – three weeks later



Learning Strategies
② RETRIEVAL PRACTICE:

• without the help of your books/notes

• practice…

– exam questions/end of topic questions

– label diagrams

– fill in the blanks

– memory matrices

– spider diagrams

• after…

– check your book/notes

– reaffirms what you know

– identifies “missing pieces”

IDEAS & CONCEPTS 

NOT JUST 

MEMORISED “FACTS”



Learning Strategies
③ ELABORATE:

• ask yourself general/open-ended questions as you 

review/study

• answer with as much relevant detail as possible

• make connections between ideas & explain how    

they work (spider diagram/memory matrices/essay)

• check your notes/book to make sure you are 

accurate





Learning Strategies
④ INTERLEAVING:

• mental cross-training

• don‘t stay on one idea for too long, switch regularly

• go back over connected ideas in a different order to 

strengthen understanding

• makes...

– links between different ideas

– additional links between ideas



Learning Strategies
⑤ CONCRETE EXAMPLES:

• collect examples which help you understand 

abstract/complex ideas (case studies/video clips)

• examples from…

– online (check with your teacher for accuracy/relevancy)

– your teacher & fellow students

– from your textbook/notes

– current events/news



Learning Strategies
⑥ DUAL CODING:

• combining words & visuals for deeper understanding

• examples of dual coding

– timelines

– graphic organisers

– diagrams with labels to be filled in

– cartoon strips (Sráthpictúirí)

– spider diagrams

– infographics











Learning Strategies
⑦ DESIRABLE DIFFICULTY:

• challenges need to be part of your learning

• if learning is too easy then nothing memorable 

happens

• this means that your brain/memory process is not 

stimulated enough



Learning Strategies
⑧ WORKING MEMORY (CHUNKING):

• our brain can only juggle a small number of pieces of 
information at any one time

• 7  2 items

• improves with age & practice

• this means that learning & study should be broken 

into manageable chunks



Self Care

Remember to:

• Get into a good routine around sleep

• Eat well

• Exercise daily

Maximise your energy and time



Learning Strategies

More information on the learning 
strategies….

http://www.learningscientists.org/

http://www.learningscientists.org/


Exam Format…think about…..

• How long is the exam?

• Are there two exam papers?

• How many sections are there in the exam?

• How many questions are there?

• Is there a choice of questions?

• How many marks for each question?

• Does each questions carry equal marks?

• How much time should you give for each question?



Exam Format…think about…..

• Are there different questions types?

– Essay

– Diagram

– Fill-in-the-blanks

– Short questions

– Long questions

• How many marks for each point of information?

• What are the question stems for each subject?



REMEMBER
1. Complete

– your targets

– study timetable

– time grid

Bring your completed study skills pack to your 
meeting next week with your academic mentor, 
signed by your parents.


